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IO

During the past decade, the United States has

experienced widespread protests against the growth

of government and taxes and their lIintrusion II into

the private sector; in some instances these pro

tests have taken the form of "tax revol ts" result

ing in new legislation limiting the size or expan

sion of the public budget. The impression emerges

of a groundswell of public opinion directed

against an "oppressive" public sector. The new

1egis1ation and constitutiona1 amendments cur

tai1ing the activities of state and loca1 govern

ments appear to have been but a pre1ude to a

sweeping national victory for a new administration

committed to a program of dramatic cuts in the

civilian sector of the federal government. As a

recent RAND study concludes, ilA period of fisca1

containment is upon us ll (Pascal et al., 1979, p.

v) •

Whi1e there is evidence to support this impres

sion, one finds an abundance of ambiguities upon

cutting through the political rhetoric to a more

careful assessment of the U.So experience. A

number of meticulous studies of voter opinion do

not reveal a pervasive dissatisfaction with the

size and scope of the public sector. Of the many

proposals to place limits on the fiscal activities

of state and local governments I at least as many

have failed to receive the approva1 of a majority

of voters as have passed. Finally, one can make a

persuasive case that the primary motivation for

several major referenda, notably Proposition 13 in

California, was not the size of the public sector,

but rather an imbalance in the existing revenue

structure. (See, for example, Levy, 1979; and Sha

piro, Puryear, and Ross, 1979) 8 In short, a more
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careful assessment of recent U. S. fiscal experi

ence does not yield a neat, well-defined set of

conclusions~ it turns up a number of trouble

sorne, if potentially instructive, puzzles and para

doxes.

The purpose of this paper is to describe and to

try to interpret this experience. Ishall turn

first to the provocative, but elusive, issue of

what it is that the voters in the United States

seem to want. Three independent studies of prefer

ences and voting patterns in California, Michi

gan, and Massachusetts provide some intriguing

(and surprisingly consistent) insights into this

matter. A second and clasely related issue is what

the voters have in fact gotten. The striking find

ing here is the marked and somewhat bewildering

variety of fiscal-limitation measures enacted 'in

different states. Some states have introduced limi

tations on their local governments, others on both

the state and local IIfiscll~ some states have

turned to limits on public expenditures, while

others have instituted ceilings on particular

sources of revenues~ some states have chosen to

limit tax rates, others have tied the growth in

revenues or spending to inflation and population

growth, and yet others have limited the expansion

of the public sector to growth in personal income

in the state~ some states have instituted measures

that are currently binding on fiscal choices,

while in many states the limits are not, at pres

ent at least, binding constraints on budgetary

decisions. I shall try in Section 2 of the paper

simply to summarize the range of fiscal limita

tions that the various states have introduced in

recent years.
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This variety of approaehes to IIfiseal eontainment II

offers an intriguing opportunity for a cornparative

analysis of the actual effeets of the different

measures on state and loeal fiseal aetivity. AI

though it is a little early to aseertain the full

range of these effeets and to determine their

likely magni tude over the longer term, there are

already same lessons to be learned from this ex

perienee. Seetion 3, the primary foeus of this

paper, is an examination of the impaet of these

various forms of fiseal limitation on the strue

ture and funetioning of the state-Ioeal sector.

One basie eonelusian emerging from this analysis

is that these measures typically have a wide range

of effeets, many of whieh are unintended and may

run counter to the desires of those who instituted

them. Proposition 13 in California, for example,

had as its fundamental objeetive the limitation of

property taxation. While it has aehieved this

goal, it has also had the profound effeet of in

ereased eentralization of the state-Ioeal fise,

eonsisting both of a shifting of funetions from

loeal to the state government and aheavier reli

anee on state revenues. This "centralization

effeet" was not, I suspeet, either widely under

stood or neeessarily desired by most California

voters. The lesson, in brief, is that the design

of fiseal-limitation measures requires careful eon

sideration of the broader range of potential ef

feets on the strueture and working of the govern

ment seetor.

I will also suggest from a longer-term perspeetive

that measures designed to prevent growth in the

public seetor's share in the economy are likely to

beeome binding eonstraints on publie-sector aetiv

i ty even if they do not effeetively limit public

budgetary decisions at the outset . There is evi-
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dence to suggest that the desired rate of growth

in the public budget exceeds that of privat~

income. Limits that restrict the rate of budgetary

growth to that of private income are thus likely

to becorne increasingly troublesorne obstacles to

the attainment of the desired balance between

public and private econornic activity. As such,

they will generate political pressures to find

ways (perhaps quite inefficient ways) to circum-

vent these constraints and to direct more re-

sources inta the public sector.

l WBAY DO

One interpretation of the recent U. S. experience

is sirnply that the populace is expressing its

opposition to the historically growing share of

the public sector in the economy. As Table l indi

cates, from 1929 to 1975, public expenditure as a

fraction of gross national product grew steadily;

over this period, the total public budget grew

from about one-tenth to one-third of the U.S.

GNP.l It is this growth in spending and the asso

ciated tax burden that, under this interpretation,

constitute the basic source of the fiscal-limita

tion movement. People feel that government has

become "too big" el

Even were this relatively simplistic view correct,

it leaves unanswered some fundamental questions.

Is voter dissatisfaction the result of a perceived

excessively high level of public services or, al

ternatively, of a sense of waste and the resulting

conviction that the public budget can be cut signi

ficantly without a noticeable reduction in service

levels? Three detailed survey studies of voter

preferences in the states of California, Michigan,
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b1e 1 Gove nt E:xpen . ure as Percentage

o u.s. Gross tiona1 Pr uet

Total
Calendar puhlic
year Federal State Local sector

1929 2.5 2.0 5.3 9.9

1939 9.8 4.1 5.3 19.2

1949 16.0 3.4 3.5 23.0

1954 19.1 3.5 4.0 26.5

1959 18.7 3.8 4.4 26.9

1964 18.6 4.3 4.8 27.7

1969 20.1 5.3 501 30.5

1974 21.2 6.0 502 32.4

1975 23.3 6.3 5.3 34.9

1979 21.5 5.9 4.7 32.0

1980 (est.) 22.1 5.8 4.5 32.4

Note: Government expenditure from own funds as measured in
the National Income and Product Accounts. The federal share
includes Social Security (OASDHI) and all federal aid to
state and local governments.

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
(Oct., 1980), pp. 4-5.

and Massachusetts have turned up similar findings

on this matter. All three studies find that voters

seem basica11y satisfied with existing 1evels of

public outputs with one important exception: a

desire for reduced spending on public welfare.

In Michigan, Courant, Gramlich, and Rubinfe1d

(1980) conducted a survey of voters fo11owing pas

sage of the Head1ee Arnendment in November 1979, a

measure that limits the growth of both state and

10cal revenues. As indicated in Table 2, for every

expenditure category but public welfare, more

survey respondents indicated a desire for higher
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ab1e 2 Pref rences for Spendinq by Program Are

All 2001 Respondents

Program No re- Mean strong
area Less Same More l More 2 sponse preferences

Police/
Fire 63 1163 97 615 58 .282

Welfare
spending 1262 499 44 127 69 -.587

School
spending 296 882 108 635 80 .176

College
spending 196 977 126 545 157 .189

Road
maintenance 120 824 295 698 64 .298

Parks and
recreation 209 1117 145 485 45 .141

Notes:

l. The column More 1 indicates the number of respondents who
favored increased spending, but answered no to the question "If
your taxes need to be raised to pay for the additional expendi
tures for (ProRram), would you still favor an increase in spend
ing in this area?" The column headed More 2 gives the number of
peop~e who responded yes to this question.

2. ''Mean strong preferences" is derived by assigning a value of
minus one to those who desired less spending, zero to those who
wanted the same or ''More 1", and one to those who chose ''More 2".

Source: Courant, Gramiich, and Rubinfeld (1980, p.3).

levels of spending (to be supported by more taxes)

than those wishing a reduction. Although interpre

tation of this kind of survey data is fraught with

difficulties, the impression that emerges from the

Michigan studyas a whole is that the support of

fiscal-limitation measures there largely reflects

(along with some dissatisfaction over welfare

spending) the perception that tax cuts can be

achieved without serious reductions in public serv

ices.
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Citrin (1979) offers some similar findings from

polIs in California at the time of Proposition 13

(June 1978) D The electorate in California tended

to favor more public spending on police and fire

protection, mental health programs, and _public

s chools; the desire for less spending centered on

expenditures for welfare, public housing, and,

especially, city and county administration. The

last item on this list suggests that, as in Mich

igan, the voters in California were concerned with

waste and inefficiency in government. Citrin found

that "On the eve of the vote on Proposition 13,

fully 38 percent of the California electorate be

lieved that state and local governments could pro

vide the same level of services as previously with

a 40 percent reduction in their budget" (p. 115).

The inescapable conclusion is that a large frac

tion of the electorate perceives, not that levels

of public services are excessive, but rather that

revenues flowing into the public sector are sub

stantially greater than necessary to provide-exist

ing levels of services.

A study by Ladd and Wilson (1983) in Massachusetts

reiterates these results. Following the December

1980 enactment of Proposition 2 1/2 to restrict

Iocal property taxation and introduce certain

other budgetary reforms, a survey of voters re

vealed that (as in Michigan and California) resi

dents were generally content with existing levels

of services wi th the exception again of a desire

for reduced expenditure for public welfare. Al

though there existed some sense that Proposition

2 1/2 could entail service cuts, the prevailing

view seemed to be that such cuts would be modest

and would not affect "basic services '-'. Moreover ,

survey respondents indicated their perception that

Massachusetts government is both inefficient and
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corrupt, and that budgetary cutbacks would be larg

ely absorbed with little impact on levels of serv

ices.

The three studies thus reach quite similar find

ings concerning voters' views on the general ade

quacy of service levels and the belief that (at

least IIbasic ll
) service levels can be maintained in

the face of budget cuts. However, these measures

also involved elements of tax reform and here

there is somewhat more diversity in response to

interstate differences in tax structure.. In Cali

fornia, for example, one can make a persuasive

case for the view that the wish for a reduced

reliance on property taxation was, far and away,

the dominant force behind Proposition 13. The ex

plicit purpose of Proposition 13 was to reduce

property taxation and this it accomplished effec

tively by limiting property tax rates to one per

cent of assessed valuation and by placing string

ent limits on the growth of assessed valuation

(see Oakland, 1979).

The need for such arneasure relates peculiarly

to the California land rnarket and fiscal institu

tions. In particular , dramatic increases in hous

ing prices in California, coupled with an effi

cient assessment mechanism, generated enormous

increases in the residential tax base.. This in

itself, however, need not be the source of increas

ed tax payments by owners of residential property~

in principle, the nominal tax rate could simply

decline wi th the growing tax base such that tax

bills would remain unchanged. But this didn't

happen in California for two reasons .. First, the

market value of commercial-industrial property did

not growas rapid ly as that of residentiai proper

ty so' that the share of the local property tax
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liability falling on horne owners inereased. And

second, beeause of the specific form of the state

aid formula for edueation grants, inereases in .the

loeal tax base generated large reduetions in state

grants-in-aid to loeal school distriets. Conse

quently, inereased local revenues were needed to

offset the loss in state aid. From this perspee

tive, Proposition 13 can be interpreted as a move

ment to eut off the continuing esealation of the

relianee on taxation of residential property and

to restore the earlier balance between propert y

taxation and other sources of revenue in the state

(Levy, 1979: oates, 1979; Shapiro, Puryear, and

Ross, 1979). Subsequent events provide some addi-

tional support for this view. In June 1980, over

60 percent of California voters rejected Proposi

tion 9, aproposal that would have cut state

income tax rates in hal f and indexed the lower

rates to changes in the price level.

The interpretation of the fiscal-limitation "move

ment" thus appears to involve considerably more

than simply a sense that the governrnent sector is

too large o vfuile there seems to be a pervasive

dissatisfaction with existing welfare programs,

the levels of most other public services are not

perceived as excessive. The primary concern ap

pears to be one of waste in the public sector. At

the same time, the focus in several states has

been a restructuring of the state and loeal reve-

nue systems to reduee the role of property taxes.

As the next section of this paper indicates, the

form that this movement has taken varies in quite

striking ways aeross the different states • Some

have limited overall spending on revenue growth

and others have fixed tax rates; some have placed

limits solely on their local governments, while

others have ehosen to restrict budgets at both
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state and loca1 levels . The receptiveness of the

e1ectorates of the various states to these. meas

ures has 1ikewise exhibited wide variation. The

heavy support for Proposition 13 in California

generated attention and interest throughout the

world. Yet in 1980, there were similar proposals

on the ballots of five other states (Arizona,

Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, and Utah)~ like Pro

position 13, these measures wou1d have limited the

rate of property taxation to one percent of market

value and would have rolled back assessment lev

els. All five proposals were defeated. Like most

other "movements ", the fiscal-limi tation cause ap

pears to encompass a somewhat disparate set of

objectives with the relative emphasis and extent

of support ranging marked1y from the particu1ar

circumstances and voters in one state to the

next. 2

2 VIlA'!' Dm THE VorERS GEr?

Fiscal limitations in the United States are not an

invention of the 1970·s. In fact, tax revolts have

a rich history in the United States dating back to

the Boston Tea Party in 1773. 3 However, the past

decade distinguishes itself both by the number and

character of the new measures to restrict the pub

lic budget. 4 Earlier limitations were primarily

state-leve1 restrictions on the fisca1 activities

of their local governments (typically limits on

property taxation) . 'In contrast, in 1976, New

Jersey introduced the first limitation on expendi

tures by its state government. As Table 3 indi

cates, New Jersey was irnrnediately fol1owed by a

number of other states~ fiscal-1imitation measures

present1y exist at the state 1evel in eighteen

states . These measures take the form of restric-
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tians on the annual rate of growth of either the

public revenues or expenditures~ they limit this

growth to the rate of increase in _personal income

(the most common ceiling), the sum of the rates of

population growth and inflation, or some fixed

percentage (e.g., 7 percent in Colorado). In addi

tion, since 1978, nine states have chosen to index

their state income taxes against changes in the

price level.

It is interesting to campare the relative restric

tiveness and long-term implications of these alter

native ceilings on budgetary growth. By defini

tion, the rate of growth of nominal income can be

approximated as the sum of three components:

G
Y

G + G + Gr n p
(l )

where

G Rate of growth of nominal income
y

G Rate of growth of real incorne per capita
r

G = Rate of growth of population
n

G = Rate of price inflation.
p

From (l), it is clear that a "cap" on the rate of

budgetary growth equal to the rate of growth in

nominal income is less restrictive than the Cali

fornia and Nevada measures that limit fiscal expan

sion to the sum of population growth and inflation

(the latter two terms in (l»). The income limit,

in principle, restricts growth in the public

budget to that in the econorny as a whole so that

the share in the econorny of the public sector (or

the state sector in this case) cannot expand.
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Recent State Tax Reductions, Budgetary L·· ta-

tions. and IndeIation of Indi idua1 In Taxes

Ad hoc tax reductions Indexation
of Tax and

State Personal General individual spending
and region income tax sales tax income tax lids

Total 36 22 9 18

New England
Connecticut X ('77)
Maine X ('79) X (' 79)
Massachusetts X ('80)
New Hampshire
Rhode Island S ('77)
Vermont X. ('7R) X ('7R)

Mideast
Delaware C ('80)
District of X ('78, '79)
Columbia
Maryland X ( '77 , 'RO) X ('RO)
New Jersey X ('78) S ('76)
New York X ('78, '79) X ('77, '79, 'RO)
Pennsylvania

Great Lakes
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan C ('78)
Ohio X ('79)
Wisconsin X ('79, '80) X ('79, '80) 1979

Plains
Iowa X (' 80) 1979
Kansas
Minnesota X ('79, '80) 1979
Missouri C ('80)
Nebraska X ('79) X ('79)
North Dakota X ('79)
South Dakota

Southeast
Alabama
Arkansas X ('80)
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky X ('RO)
Louisiana X (' 80) X (' 80) S ('79)
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Table 3, cont.

Ad hoc tax reductions Indexation
of Tax and

State 'Personal General individual spending
and region income tax sales tax incorne tax lids

Southeast (cont.)
Mississippi X ('80)
North Carolina X ('78, '80)
South Carolina 1980 S (' 80)
Tennessee C ('78)
Virginia
West Virginia X ('RO)

Southwest
Arizona X ('79, '80) 1978 C ('78)
New Mexico X ( , 77 , '80)
Oklahoma
Texas X ('79) C ('78)

Rocky Mountain
Colorado X ('78, '79, '80) X ('78, '80) 1978 S ('77)
Idaho S (' RO)
Montana X ('78, '80) 19RO
Utah X (' 80) S ('79)
Wyoming

Far ~.Jest

California X ('79) 1976 C ('79)
Nevada X ('80) S ('79)
Oregon X (' 80) 1979 S (' 80)
Washington X ('79, '80) S ('79)
Alaska X ('79 ~ '80)
Hawaii X ('77,'78) C ('76)

S Statutory

C Constitutional

Note: X inclicates a major tax decrease, i.e., a decrease in excess
of 10 percent of the economic growth of the tax.

Source: ACIR staff.
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The California-Nevada cap, in contrast, places a

potential ceiling on real expenditure (revenues)

per capita equal to the level existing at the time

of adoption of the measure; with any positive

growth in real income per capita, the share of the

state sector in the state economy will decline. 5

I stress that these are "potential" ceilings.

There are, in fact, various loopholes involving

the ways in which expenditures or revenues are

defined. Spending financed by federal aid, for

example, is typically excluded from the cap. More

over, all of these limitations can be suspended in

a "fiscal emergency" with the consent of some

specified majority of the state legislature.

As noted earlier, ~tate fiscal limitations on

local governments have a substantiai history in

the United States ; they are also much more wide

spread than caps on the state governments. Table 4

summarizes these limitations. Since property tax

ation is historically the primary souree of loeal

revenues, most of the restrictions are on either

property tax rates or levies. As is evident in

Table 4, the majority of states have some sort of

limit on property taxation in their eounties, muni

cipalities, and school distriets. These frequently

take the form of c~ilings on tax rates. Rate limi

tations, however, may not mean much where local

assessors are in a position to vary the effeetive

sales-assessment ratio; by assessing properties at

alarger fraction of their market value, assessors

can inerease the revenues produced by a given

nominal tax rate. Some states have tried to elose

off this means of circumventing rate limits (as

weIl as revenue growth from inereased market

value) through the adoption of "full disclosure"

procedures; such proeedures provide taxpayers with
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an analysis of revenue ehanges that effeetively

alloeates the inerement in revenues between ehang

es in the tax base and adjustments in the tax

rate. 6

While Table 4 indieates the pervasive character of

fiscal limitations on loeal governments, it masks

their great variety. Some states, for example,

have enacted a flat percentage ceiling on the

annual increase in each local governmentls proper

ty tax revenues (e . g., 5 percent in New Mexico);

others have placed limits on property-tax rates

(one of the most stringent being California's eeil

ing of a one-percent tax rate on property combined

with a eeiling on assessment increases for unsold

property of 2 percent per year). Finally, states

like Montana rely on full-disclosure laws that

require newspaper advertising and special public

hearings when property-tax levies are to be in

creased in excess of same specified increment.

These cases only begin to suggest the wide varia

tion in U.S. fiscal-limitation measures. Within

these general classifieations, the particular form

and the degree of restrictiveness of these meas

ures differ markedly from state to state.

3

The professed objectives of the various provisions

for fiscal containment have typically been the

limitation of the size or growth of the public

budget and/or a reduced reliance on property tax

ation. The initial issue of interest is the extent

to which these measures have had their "direet" or

"intended ll effects on budgetary size or growth and

on levels of property taxes. However, most of the

limiting statutes or constitutional amendments
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"'"

January 1, 1981

Overalla Specifica Property Overall Limit on
property property tax Overall expen- assess- Full Date of most
tax rate tax rate levy revenue diture ment in- dis- recent action

States limit limit limit limit limit creases c10sure (Noted with *)

Total 12 31 20 3 6 4 8

Alabama CMS* CMS 1978
Alaska M M* Amended 1975
Arizona CMS* CM* CMS* CMS* 1980
Arkansas CMS CMS* 1980

~

California CMS CMS* CMS 1979 o
ro

Co10rado CS CM* Passed 1956/Amend.1976
Connecticut --
Delaware b CS* 1972
District

of Columbia
Florida CMS CMS* CMS 1980

Georgia CMS* 1874, 1945
Hawaii C* 1976
Idaho CMS* CMS 1978
Illinois CMS* Continua1
Indiana CM CMS* 1979

Iowa CMS S CMS* 1977
Kansas CM CM* S 1973
Kentucky CMS CMS* 1979
Louisiana CMS CMS* 1978
Maine Repealed 1978

Maryland CM* 1977
Massachusetts CMS* CMS 1980



Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

CMS

CMS

CMS
CMS*

CMS
CMS*

CMS
CMS*

CMS
CMS
CMS

CMS
CMS*
CM*
CMS*

CMS*

S
CMS*

CMS
CMS

CMS
CMS*
CMS
CMS*

CMS*
CM*

CMS*

C*
CMS*

CMS*

CMS

CMS*

CMS*

CM*

CMS*

CMS*

CM*

MS*

s

CMS*

CMS*

CMS*
CMS*

CM*

1978
1973/Amend. 1979
1958

1980
1979
1979
1979

1976
1979
1938, 1949/Amend. 1953
1973/Amend. 1975
Amended 1975

1925
1955/Amend. 1965
1979
1949, 19'5/Amend. 1971
Repealed 1973

1976
Amended 1977, 1978
1979
1978
1979

1975
1971, 1977
1939, 1949
1973, 1975
Amended 1979

I-'
o
\O

c = County M = Municipal S = School district

a Overall limits refer to limits on the aggregate tax rate of all local government. Specific rate limits refer to
limits on individua1 types of 10cal governments or limits on narrow1y defined services' (excluding debt). States
such as Alaska, where there is on1y one type of local government, have been included under specific limits.

b Single county.

Source: ACIR staff/C. Richardson.
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have other potentially important effects on the

functioning of the state-local sector, often "indi

rect II or "unintended" effects that did not figure

in the design of the measures. These include an

impact on the public work force and wages, on the

distribution of income, on the composition of the

public budget, on the relative roles of the differ

ent levels of government, and on the allocation of

certain activities between the private and public

sectors. In short, the attempts to limit budgets

and property taxation have introduced a number of

potentially interesting and important side effects

on the structure and operation of the public sec

tor. Ishall consider each of these effects in

turn.

(a) Limitation of budgetary size or growth: The

most publicized objective of the "tax revolt" in

the United States has been to contain the size of

the public budget. As we have seen, however, it is

not entirely clear what the "representative citi

zen" has in mind. There does not appear to be a

general consensus that levels of public services

are excessive (with the exception, perhaps, of

certain purely redistributive programs). The sense

seems rather that sufficient waste or fat exists

in the public budget such that substantial cuts in

spending can be achieved with little effect on

levels of services. (Whether or not this is true

is, of course, another matter.) Whatever the per

ceptions of voters, however, we can examine the

actualar potential effects of the measures that

have been introduced.

There are two general approaches to the problem.

First we can explore the historical effects of

fiscal limitations to try to discern how much they

have constrained the growth in public budgets.
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Second we can seek some longer-term predictions of

their likely effects on public expenditures and

revenues. Ishall employ both approaches. Although

i t would be desirable to rely primarily on the

analysis of actual experience with these measures,

many of the fiscal-limitation programs (particular

ly those restricting state budgets) are so recent

in origin that i t is hard to determine their ef

fects. In fact, most of the containment measures

at the state level do not even appear, so far, to

be binding constraints on the states . Consequent

ly I I shall supplement the treatment of existing

measures with some admittedly rather conjectural

analysis of likely effects over the longer term.

As Table 3 indicated earlier, eighteen states have

nowadopted limitations on state-level expendi

tures or revenues. Since most of these provisions

are only a few years old, their long-run impact

has not yet manifested itself. But these measures

have generated some interesting shorter-run re

sponses. In particular, there often exist mecha

nisms for circumventing the limits. In New Jersey,

for example, the limitation on the growth of ex

penditures financed from the general fund explicit

ly excludes revenues from the new state personal

income tax (the revenues from which are not part

of the general fund). In Colorado, where the 7

percent limit on the growth of general-fund expend

i tures is potentially highly restrictive at cur

rent rates of inflation, certain sources of Il ear-

marked Il funds are not

evidence suggests some

vers to avoid fiscal

subject to the limit. The

scope for budgetary maneu

containment. The short-run

effects appear, on the whole, not to have been

very restrictive on the states. However, as Gold

points out, "The effects of state limitations are

extremely variable. The limits are too new to
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be able to say much about their actual effects.

In most cases, spending or revenue was not

very close to the limit in its first year of

operation, but it appeared very possible that the

limit could be binding within a few years if past

trends continued" (p. 17).

It would be useful to supplement this impressionis

tic evidence with more systematic statistical ana

lysis. At this point the best that can be done is

a crude test involving a comparison of the rates

of growth in state-government tax revenues in

those states with fiscal-limitation measures with

those without such constraints.

The test is a simple comparison of means treating

the eighteen states from Table 3 wi th 1imitation

measures as one sample and the remaining states as

the other. 8 The results indicated that, on aver

age, states with limitation provisions experienced

a growth in state tax revenues of 7.8 percent from

1979 to 1980, while those without such provisions

increased tax revenues, on average, by 8.1 per

cent. Although the mean for the limitation sample

is less - than that for the non-limitation sample,

the difference is quite small -- far too small to

reject the nu1l hypothesis of equa1 means at any

reasonable level of confidence. These findings are

thus consistent wi th the view that, as of 1980 I

the constraints on state-government budgets have

not, on average, been very effective in holding

back the growth in public revenues. I emphasize,

however, the crude character of this test and the

need both for the proper data covering a longer

time span and for more refined multiple-regression

analysis to control for the effects of the other

determinants of budgetary growth.
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There has been a eonsiderably longer experienee

with fiseal limitations on loeal governments. As

noted earlier, fiscal restrietions on loeal govern

ments have typieally taken the form of limits on

property taxation -- either of rates or levels of

revenues. Only two states, New Jersey and Arizona,

have adopted spending limits on their loeal govern

ments. MQreover, both the form and degree of re

strictions on property taxation throughout the

states vary enormously~ they range from outright

freezes on tax rates in Indiana (1973-1977) and a

tax rate eeiling with eontrolled growth of assess

ments in California, to far less restrietive meas

ures that permit large inereases in property-tax

revenues (e.g., Wisconsin) or simply require "full

diselosure" proeedures (e.g., Montana) for increas

es in property-tax levies.

It is not an easy matter to distill this varied

experience into a set of unambiguous conelusions

on the effects of fiscal limitations. But some

attempts have been made. One strand of research

consists of some mul tiple-regression studies that

explore the effeet of fiscal limitations on local

government expenditure. Although the findings of

these studies are not wholly consistent, they seem

to suggest only a very limited effect, if any, in

restricting spending.. An ACIR effort (1977), con

sisting of a cross-sectional study of limits on

general-purpose governments in 1974, found the

presence of property-tax limitat~ons to be assoei

ated with a reduction of 6 - 8 pereent in "loeal

own-source per capita expenditures". This does

not, however, imply a reduction in spending from

all sources. In fact, the ACIR found no signifi

eant association between state-loeal spending per

capita and the presence or absence of fiseal limi

tations on loeal governmentso other cross-sec-
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tiona1 regression studies, one of school distriets

by Wilken and Callahan (1978) and one of forty-one

large U.S. eities by Inman (1979) found no signifi

cant effects on spending from loeal property-tax

limits. We must, however, be cautious about the

reliability of these results (see Gold, 1980, pp.

26-28). Not only are the data subjeet to some

serious defieiencies, but the studies typieally

use simply a dummy variable to indieate whether or

not some sort of limit exists7 they do not try to

measure the potential restrietiveness of the var

iety of limitation measures in use.

Looking at individual cases can be instruetiveo

The State of Indiana, for example, adopted in 1973

a very stringent restrietion on loeal property

taxation: a freeze on the tax rate in eities and

counties with no revaluation of existing property.

In eonsequenee, city and eounty property-tax reve

nues rose only slightly from 1973 to 1977. Yet

expenditures grew at a rate roughly in line with

the country as a whole. Indiana loeal governments

were apparently able to generate sufficient addi

tiona1 revenues from inereased state aid, a heav

ier reliance on charges and fees, and the introdue

tion in some counties of 10eal income taxes, to

offset the loss of property-tax revenues.

The experience among loeal governrnents is qui te

diverse, and I am hesitant to suggest any sweeping

conelusions. But the evidence does seem to indi

cate that restrictions on loeal property taxation

alone are not a reliable means to hold down local

government expenditure. This has been true in part

beeause of easy access to "over-ride" mechanisms

or various exemptions that provide ways to circum

vent existing limitation measures. But it is also

true that a restriction on a single revenue source
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at one level of government in a federal system is

unlikely to present a serious obstacle to contin

ued budgetary growth. Other revenue sources, in

tergovernmental aid, or shifts of functions among

levels of government are all easily accessible

means to offset the impact of such restrictions on

public-sector growth. Limitations on property tax

ation may reduce reliance on property taxation7

they need not, however, constrain spending.

This leaves us with the more difficult and potenti

ally more important issue of the longer-term ef

fects of limitation measures on state levels of

expenditure. The U.S. experience with these limita

tions iS g as we have noted, too brief to reach any

real conclusions on the basis of historical exper

ience. However, we may be able to make some edu

cated judgments about the longer rune

Let us consider the most widespread of the state

Iimitation measures: a ceiling on the growth in

public spending equal to the growth in personal

income. Are such limits likely to become a seri

ous, binding constraint on the government sector?

Gald suggests one approach to answering this ques

tion: a comparison of the projected rate of growth

of tax revenues (on the assumption of unchanged

tax rates) with growth in income. In short, he

exarnines the income elasticity of the tax system

in each state. 9 If the elasticity is less than

unity, then the "automatic" rate of growth in tax

revenues will be less than the rate of growth of

incomeo In this case, taxes as a percent of income

will tend to decline, implying that the limitation

on expenditures will not constrain budgetary

growth. Since about one-third of the states have

tax structures with income elasticities less than

one (and several of these have enacted fiscal-limi-
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tation measures}, Gold suggests that in a number

of states the ceiling on expenditure growth may

never become an effective constraint. At the same

time, the revenue systems of several other states

exhibit income elasticities well in excess of

unitYi in these states, projected revenues will

tend to grow at a rate in excess of that of state

revenue. In these instances, the analysis implies

that the limitation provision will become a bind

ing constraint and will require an explicit budge

tary response such as a tax rebate. Gold's examina

tion of the measured elasticities suggests that,

for roughly half of the states that enacted budge

tary limitations on their state governments, the

limits are not likely to become a constraint on

the growth in spending.

The Go1d approach is useful in that it indicates

the circumstances under which a government will

have to undertake explicit fiscal measures to

comply with the limit on budgetary growth. How

ever, i t really does not tell us whether or not

the limit is a binding constraint, for (as Gold

notes) revenue growth is the sum of automatic

increases in tax receipts from the growth in nomi

nal income and changes in receipts from discretio

nary adjustments in tax rates. The real question

is whether or not the existing limit on growth

keeps automatic plus discretionary revenues be10w

what they otherwise would have been. And an exami

nation of tax elasticities obviously cannot tell

us this. In fact, tax e1asticities may tell us

very little about future revenue growthi in an

earlier study of the decade of the 1960's, my own

results (Oates, 1975) suggest that the elasticity

of the revenue systern had only a very small ro1e

in explaining differentials in budgetary growth

both at the state and city leve1. 10
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Al ternatively , we can try to project the rate of

increase of the desired level of public expendi

ture compared to that of income. While such projec

tions are obviously a tricky matter, they may

provide some insights. Suppose that a "representa

tive voter" has a demand function for public serv

ices of the formll

_yUp8
JA t t'

where

X Level of public services demanded at time t
t

Y
t

Real income

( 2 )

Price of public outputs
price of private goods). A,
stants.

(relative
u and ~,

to the
are con-

Pt is understood here to be the tax-price of

public outputs for our representative voter and is

measured relative to the price of private goods.

Taking logs and differentiating with respect to

time, we find that the desired rate of growth of

public output for our voter is

(3 )

where

x = (dX/dt) and so on. His desired expenditure at

time t, Et' is (assuming a balanced budget)

(4 )

or, again taking logs and differentiating with

respect to time,
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(5 )

Substituting (X/X) from (3) into (5) yields

.
E
E

fl e
p y

(l+~) P + a y. (6)

Equation {6} indicates our voter's desired rate of

growth in the public budget.

The magnitude of (E/E) depends on four variables

and parameters: the rates of growth of real income

per capi ta ('y /Y) and of the relative price of

public services (p/p), and the price and income

elasticities of demand (~ and a, respectively). We

have available from a variety of sources estimated

values for these determinants of (E/E). Several

demand studies of state and local expenditure,

making use of multiplicative demand functions like

that adopted here, have produced estimates of the

price and income elasticities of demand for vari

ous state and local services (see, for example,

Bergstrom and Goodman, 1973, and Peterson, 1975).

~st of these studies estimate a value for the

income elasticity of demand somewhat be10w unity

for non-edueational services (a typical a is

around 0.7), and a little over unity for eduea

tion. Suppose that we take unityas a representa

tive value of a. 12 It is then clear from (6) that

the answer to our question depends on the sign o f

the first-term on the right hand side of the equa

tion: if (1+f3) (p/p) is positive, (E/E) will exceed

(Y/Y) and conversely.

With regard to (p/p), there is a substantial liter

ature suggesting that over the long haul the unit

eost of public services is likely to rise relative
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to the cost of private goods (see Baumo1, 1967;

Bradford et al., 1969; and Baumol and Oates,

1972). In brief, the contention is that public

services such as education, where the labor input

is often an integral part of the service, possess

less potential for continued technological pro

gress than output in much of the private sector

(particularly in manufacturing and agriculture).

Consequently, the unit cost of these services

tends to rise over time relative to the unit cost

of private output, with the estimates of this

differential in the annua1 change in costs ap

pearing to be roughly 2 to 3 percent. 13

A rising relative tax-price of public services

need not, of course, induce an expansion in the

public budget. If the demands of voters are price

e1astic, the response will be a reduction in

public outputs sufficient to induce a net contrac

tian in public spending. But on this issue, the

findings of nearly all the demand studies are

consistent: the demand for state and 10eal serv

ices appears to be high1y price inelastic wi th a

typical estimate on the order of -0.4. The implica

tian is that the term (1+f3 )(P/P) is positive and

probab1y of a substantial magnitudei our typical

values suggest that (E/E) may exceed (y/y) by

something on the order of one to two percentage

points per annum.

The procedure that has led to this result is

surely subject to some important reservations

based on its highly aggregative charaeter, the

uncertainty surrounding the particu1ar functional

form and parameter estimates , the view of public

services as "technological laggards II, and finally

the implicit assumption that the course of the

public budget over time ref1ects the demand of a
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"representative voter". On this last matter, Bren-

nan and Buchanan (1977) argue that "Leviathan"

charts his own course and produces a growing

budget in excess of, and in spite of, the prefer-

ences of the electorate. I do not, however find

the Leviathan model very compelling; it is my

sense that political competition, especially over

the longer term, will prevent the balance between

the private and public sectors from getting too

far out of line. If this is true, the analysis

here suggests that in the long run desired public

spending is likely to grow at a more rapid rate

than total income. 8uch a conclusion suggests that

fiscal limits constraining the share of the public

sector to its existing size will indeed become

binding , and, perhaps more important, will gener

ate political forces to circumvent these limits

and restore the desired balance between the pri

vate and public sectors of the economy.14

(b) Reduced Reliance on Property Taxation: There

is no doubt that several of the measures to re

strict property taxation have achieved their objec

tive~ In the most publicized case of California,

the limit of one-percent on the tax rate, combined

with a rollback and control of assessments, cut

property-tax revenues in half in its first year of

existence. (Estimates suggest that these revenues

were only about 45 percent of their predicted

level in the absence of Proposition 13.) Likewise,

the freezing of property-tax rates in Indiana in

1973 permitted very little growth in revenues from

this source from 1973 to 1977.

A typical (and largely intended) response to these

restrictions has been an increased diversification

of local revenue systems. Local governments in sev

eral states (e.g., cities in Arizona and Colora-
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do, and cities and counties in Kansas) have turned

to aheavier reliance on sales taxation; in Indi

ana and Ohio, same local governments have adopted

income taxes. In addition, limits on property tax

ation have encouraged a much wider employment of

user fees for such things as libraries, recreatio

nal facilities, educational programs, trash collec

tion, and even fire protection (Menchik and Pas

cal, 1980). Finally, as noted earlier, increases

in state aid have, in same instances, largely

filled the gap from reduced property-tax revenues.

It would be erroneous to conclude, however, that

nearly all the states have enaeted effective meas

ures to limit property taxation. Many of the lim

i ts have not been very restrictive at all. Go1d

suggests that limitations on property taxation

were 1argely ineffective in California (prior to

Proposition 13 in 1978), Florida, Iowa, and Wiscon

sin. In same instances, seerningly strict limita

tions have been undermined by crucial exemptions

of parts of the budget or by over-ride mechanisms

that permit easy circumvention of the restriction.

Where these measures have been effective, however,

they have fostered the adoption of other forms of

local taxatian and increased state assistance. In

consequence, property-tax l imi tations appear not,

in thernselves, to have generated a serious obsta

eIe to eontinued budgetary growth by Ioeal govern

ments. IS

(c) Vertical Structure in the Federal System:

WhiIe Proposition 13 may have had its intended

effeet of a redueed ro1e for property taxation, it

has also had an important (and IargeIy negIected)

impact on the degree of eentralization in the

state-loea1 sector in California. The severe re

striction on the prirnary source of 10ea1 tax rev-
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enues prompted a response at the state level in

the form of more fiscal assistance to local govern

ments. In fact, during the year imrnediately follow

ing the enactment of Proposition 13, a large ac

cumulation of past state surpluses permitted the

state to fill most of the revenue loss at the

local level. But state aid comes rarely without

some encroachment on local prerogatives. Moreover,

part of the response in California has been an

explicit shift of certain functions from the local

to the state level. The state now supports most of

county health and welfare costs and has increased

greatly its share of state-local spending on educa

tion. Much of this is not necessarily undesirable;

a good case, for example, can be made for reliev

ing local governments of the primary responsibil

ity for explicitly redistributive programs like

welfare (see Oates, 1972, Chapter l).

The more general point, however, is that effective

constraints at one point or level within a federal

system will generate pressures within the public

sector as a whole that are likely to call forth

responses elsewhere in the system. Fiscal-contain

ment measures directed at local governments (like

property-tax limits) will tend to enlarge the role

of the state governrnent in relation to its locali

ties giving rise to an increased degree of centra

lization in the public sector. While this need not

be detrimental to the performance of the govern

ment sector, such effects on fiscal structure

should be explicitly recognized as potentially im

portant consequences of the introduction of fiscal

limitations. Certain measures may, of course,

reduce rather than increase the extent of centrali

zation; this may be the case in Michigan, where it

appears that the constraints imposed on the state
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government may prove to be more restrietive than

those on loeal governments.

(d) Making Public Services Private: In addition

to their effect on the balanee within the govern

ment sector, fiscal limitations may induce a shift

in the provision of some services from the public

to the private sector . There are certain services

like refuse collection that are presently provided

publicly in some local jurisdictions in the United

States and privately (typically through a contract

to a private firm) in others. To the extent that

fiscal limitations are an effective constraint on

budgetary size, we can expect a shift toward pri

vate supply of these services. In the summer of

1978, for example, directly after the enactment of

Proposition 13, California made widespread cut

backs in summer-school programs; private summer

schools, some for profit and others not, came

quickly into existence to provide summer education

programs. 16

(e) Effects on Public Employrnent and Wages: Since

salaries and fringe benefits constitute roughly 80

percent of state and local budgets, any binding

limitations on state and local spending are sure

to affect levels of compensation and employment in

the public sector. The precise pattern of these

effects is less clear, but a few tendencies have

emerged. Since it is often politically difficult

to fire public employees, a typical short-run re

sponse to fiscal pressures is to institute a

freeze on public- sector wages and on hiring. The

needed budgetary reductions are then achieved

through normal attrition in the public labor force

and agradual reduction in real wages through

price inflation. In California, for example, in

the first year following the enactment of Proposi-
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tion 13, there occurred an 8 percent reduction in

public employment; very little of this was the

result of layoffs (Menchik and Pascal, 1980, p.

18). The difficulty with a primary re1iance on

attrition is an arbitrary pattern of cutbacks in

levels of public services; a particu1ar agency' s

loss in staff depends not on the relative demand

for its services but upon the age and skill distri

bution of its employees. Since libraries, for in

stance, tend to have a relatively aged workforce,

library services will contract when those who

retire are not replaced.

A second cancern is the composition of the public

labor force. The government sector in the Uni ted

States has, in recent years at least, provided a

disproportionately large share of ernployment for

minority groups. In most large U.S. cities the

public-sector workforce includes twice the frac

tion of minority employees as elsewhere in the

econorny. Few of these minority workers have much

seniority. Because of civil service regulations

and union agreements, they are typically the first

to be disrnissed in times of fiscal stress. This

tendency was apparent in the fiscal crisis in New

York City, where reductions in jobs cut deeply

into the employment of blacks and Spanish-speaking

workers (Peterson, 1976, p. 114). Over the longer

term as weIl, a reduction in public-sector employ

ment may slow the absorption of minor ity workers

into the econorny.

The empirical question remains as to the extent to

which recently enacted fiscal-limitation measures

have, in fact, constrained growth in public employ

ment and earnings. I noted earlier in the section

on budgetary growth that the data on the change in

state government tax revenues from 1979 to 1980
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(a1though far from a ful1y satisfactory measure)

do not suggest that existing restrictions have

serious1y retarded budgetaryexpansion. Avai1able

data permi t a similar test for public employment

and earnings. More specifically, I again used

Table 3 to divide the states in the DoS into two

samples: one consisting of the 18 states that have

enaeted fiscal-containment provisions at the state

level and the other including the remaining 32

states with no such restrictions on their state

government. For each state, I calculated the per

centage increase in the number of full-time em

ployees at the state level and the percentage in

crease in average earnings of full-time employees

of the state government from 1979 to 1980. Within

the two samples, Ifound that the mean rate of

growth for both of these variables was higher for

the group of states with limitation measures than

for the non-limitation sample. The mean rate of

growth from 1979 to 1980 in full-time employment

was 1.7 percent for states with fiscal-containment

provisions, but only 1.3 percent for those without

such measureSi likewise, the mean increase in aver

age earnings of state employees was 9 o 2 percent

for states with limitation provisions and only 7.2

percent for those without such restrictions.

These data, although eonstituting on1y fragmentary

evidence, are consistent with the tax results:

they both support the view that, on average, state

containment measures have, as yet, not acted as a

serious eonstraint on state-government growth. The

effects of fiscal limitations on local governments

and on the state-loeal seetor as a whole remain to

be studied.

( f)

to

The Distribution

believe that the

of Ineome:

kinds of

There is reason

fiscal-1imitation
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measures introduced in the United States will have

a net regressive impaet on the size distribution

of ineome. The distributive effeets of these meas

ures operate through four ehannels:

l. The strueture of the tax system,

2. Levels and eomposi tion of public outputs,

3. Faetor earnings,

4. The value of existing assets.

The predominant effeet on the tax strueture has

been a redueed role for property taxation. If, as

is now widely held, the property tax is a progres

sive tax (Aaron, 1975), the observed shift away

from loeal property taxation towards aheavier

relianee on user charges and loeal sales taxes is

surely regressive. In a few instanees, loeal juris

dietions have turned to ineome taxation~ here, the

overall effeet is unclear. Similarly, the inerease

in state intergovernmental aid to loealities as a

substitute for loeal revenues need not be regres

sive, if, at the margin, the state revenue system

is more progressive than loeal property taxes.

However, there is no eompelling evidenee I know of

comparing the marginal ineidence of state revenue

systems wi th that of loeal property taxes. One

suspeets that the net ehanges in state-Ioeal reve

nue systems are probably regressive.

The distributive effeets of the fiseal-limitation

movement operating through the level and pattern

of public outputs are, likewise, diffieult to pin

down with great eonfidence. However, there are

again some grounds for believing them to be regres

sive. As noted earlier, the major elass of expendi

tures which taxpayers-voters apparently wish to

see eut involves explicitly redistributive meas

ures that provide assistapee to Iow-income house

holds (e.g., welfare programs). Many of these
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"human-service" programs are of relatively recent

origin and have not developed vocal, well-organ

ized constituencies. In contrast, groups like

teachers and policemen tend to have powerful orga

nizations that can provide more effective resist

ance to cutbacks in the services they provideo As

Menchik and Pascal (1980) conclude, "insofar as

fiscal containment is driven by a middle-class tax

revolt, we may expect disproportionately severe

cutbacks in those redistributive functions that

are targeted on disadvantaged groups and ethnic

minorities and are the least .popular with the

middle range of voter s II (p. 17).

As we noted in the preceding section on employment

effects, it is precisely the lower-paid segment of

the public workforce, lacking seniority, that can

be expected to be laid off first when there are

budgetary cuts. This suggests that the impact of

fiscal limitations on the distribution of factor

incomes is also likely to be regressive.

Finally, the potential effect on asset values of

measures that restrict local budgets (measures

like Proposition 13) is an intriguing one. As

Goldstein and Pauly (1979) argue, an effective

limit on local spending will result in a scarcity

of high-expenditure jurisdictions with a conse

quent excess demand for residences in these juris

dictions at pre-limitation prices. OWners of dwel

lings in these jurisdictions will thus realize a

capital gain. Since, with a tax-rate restriction,

spending can be higher in localities wi th larger

tax bases, we might expect the high-spending juris

dictions to be relatively wealthy areas with high

levels of property values and income. In conse

quence, the distribution of capital gains would be

expected to exhibit a regressive pattern of inci

dence.
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Because of the specific character of many of the

new fiscal-limitation measures in the United

States , it is perilous to offer sweeping conclu

sions of widespread applicability. Yet this ex

perienee is at least suggestive in a number of

respects.

(l) Attempts to place limits on certain public

sector activities or sources of revenues will typi

cally produce a wide range of effects, often reach

ing beyond the specific intent of the measures

themselves. We saw in California, for example,

that Proposition 13, while achieving its goal of a

reduced reliance on property taxation, also foster

ed an increased centralization of the state-local

sector. The design of fiscal-limitation provi

sions should address explicitly these tlunintended"

effects as weIl as the basic objectives of the

program.

(2 ) As a kind of corollary to (1 ) , i tappears

that efforts to controI the size or growth of the

public sector must not limit themselves to speci

fic levels of government and/or sources of reve

nues. Limitations on local property taxation, for

example, will tend to give rise to an increased

use of other local revenue sources and to alarger

role for the state government. An effective con

straint on the size of the public sector requires

a co-ordinated set of measures that prevents con

traction at one point from being offset by expan

sion at another.

(3 ) Al though several of the recent measures to

limit state budgetary growth are not now binding

constraints, there is evidence to suggest that
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over the longer term they will become so. The

rising relative cost of public services, in con

junction with estimated price and income eIastici

ties of demand for state and Iocal services, sug-

gests that the desired level of public expendi

tures is likely to grow at a higher rate than

private income. One potential consequence is sub

stantial losses in welfare (Ladd, 1978). Moreover,

with the passage of time as the constraints bite

more deeply inta the desired budget, political

pressures will increase to circumvent the limits.

There are already numerous instances in the U. S.

of "creative finance" to sidestep existing limita

tions in order to maintain or expand public out

puts. l 7 Such ad hoc means of finance may be con

siderably less efficient and equitable than a reli

ance on more conventional fiscal measures.

(4) Although it is hard to generalize on the

overall redistributive impact of fiscal limita

tions, there is same reason to believe them to be

regressive. At the most general level, the public

sector is a primaryagent for redistributive acti

vitY in the economYi one of. its basic functions is

to adjust the market-determined distribution of

income toward one that society regards as more

equitable. Effective limits on the scope of public

budgetary activity might for this reason alone be

expected to reduce somewhat the extent of equal

izing transfers through the public sector. More

over, an examination of the specific ways in which

fiscal limitations in the United States have alter

ed the incidence of the tax system, the composi

tion of public outputs, the distribution of factor

incomes, and the value of existing assets suggests

that these measures have probably reduced the pro

gressivity of the fiscal system.
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limES

Nöte, however, the decline in the share of the
public sector since 1975, which is at least in
part attributable to fiscal-limitation meas
ures.

2

3

vfuile voter preferences are important in under
standing what voters desire, they do not seem
to explain voting behavior all that weIl. Dif
fering perceptions within the electorate as to
the content and likely effects of proposed
legislation often lead voters with similar
preferences to behave differently in the pol
ling booth. Models that incorporate the inter
action between preferences and perceptions ex
plain voting behavior better. See Gramlich,
Rubinfeld and Swift (1981), and Ladd and
Wilson (1983).

See Reid (1979) for a short history of tax
revolts in the United States.

For an excellent description of the
tions measures recently introduced
United States, see Gald (1980).

limita
in the

5

6

7

A ceiling on the rate of growth of state ex
penditure equal to a fixed percentage can ob
viously be either more or less restrictive
than these other caps depending on whether the
percentage limit is less or greater than the
surn of the three components of (l). With infla
tion around 10 percent per annum, the Golorado
limitation of a 7 percent rate of growth in
state spending is c1early the most restrictive
(at present) of the state caps.

Under full disclosure laws, the state or
assessor establishes a property tax rate which
when applied to a percentage of the tax base
(95-100%) will produce revenue equal to the
prior yearls property tax levy. This establish
ed rate can be exceeded only by explicit vote
of the local governing board after a public
notification and hearing procedure on any pro
posed increase" (ACIR, 1977, p.26). In some
states , these laws provide an autornatic roll
back of tax rates to offset any potential
increases in tax revenues resulting from reva
luation of property.

This section draws heavily on Gald (1980) fer
the discussion of the effects of existing limi
tation measures.
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I omitted Alaska from the sample because of
its incredible (and presumably unrepresenta
tive) 76.0 percent increase in state tax reve
nues in a single year. The source of the data
is Bureau of the Census, State Government Tax
Collections in 1980, (Series GF-80, No.l, Wash
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1980), p.6.

The income elasticity of the tax structure is
the percentage change in tax revenue (holding
tax rates constant) that results from a one
percent increase in income.

More specifically, in two multiple-regression
studies, one of the states and one of thirty
three 1arge U.S. cities, Ifound that the
growth in public expenditure per capita over
the decade 1960-70 was positively and signifi
cant1y related to a measure of the income
elasticity of the revenue system. However, the
effect appeared quite modest in size: states,
for example, that relied heavily on income
taxation experienced alarger growth in per
capita spending than did states without income
taxes, but the typical differential between
such states seems small relative to the mean
growth in expenditure over the decade.

The analysis here follows Baumol and Oates
(1975, Chap.17). I stress that the public serv
ices envisioned here are not pure, Samuelsoni
an public goods~ they are, instead, subject to
congestion. In fact, existing econometric work
suggests that most state and loca1 services
(e.g., education) are subject to crowding to
virtually the same degree as private goods. In
line with this finding, Ishall assume that an
increase in population requires a proportion
ate increase in inputs (or spending) to main
tain unchanged the leve1 of public outputs.

Al though many of the econometric estimates of
the income elasticity of demand are below
unity, there are good reasons, as Hamilton
(1983) contends, to believe that these esti
mates are seriously biased in a downward direc
tion. In brief, most of the econometric evi
dence is based upon cross-sectional studies
that compare leve1s of expenditures on public
services in jurisdictions with different
levels of income. They tend to find that,
ceteris paribus, expenditure per capita does
not rise fully proportionately with income.
Hamilton's argument (see also Oates, 1981) is
that higher income communities are systemat-
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ically more efficient in the provision of cer
tain critical local services than are poorer
jurisdictionsi because of the characteristics
of the population, wealthier localities can
provide, for example, superior schools and
higher levels of safety wi th fewer inputs per
capi ta than can lower ineome eommunities. In
consequence, differentials in measured inputs
understate the true differentials in levels of
public outputs aeross jurisdictions with vary
ing levels of incorne. When Hamilton tries to
ad just for this bias, he finds an estimated
income elastieity of demand for local services
close to unity.

As Bush and Mackay (1977) have pointed out, if
public services are truly Samuelsonian public
goods, then an increasing population size will
imply a fall in the priee per capita of public
services that could offset the upward pressure
from relatively slow growth in productivity.
However, as noted earlier, existing econome
tric work suggests that state and local serv
ices are not pure public goodsi overall, they
seem subject to erowding to about the same
extent as private goods and services.

An admittedly disturbing element that the ana
lysis overlooks is the effect on the economy
of rising tax rates over time. The tax-induced
distortions in resource allocation, with their
associated "supply-side" effects, may come to
exert a real drag on the performance of the
economy. From this perspective, we may envi
sion a real tension between the desire for
continued growth in public output and the de
trimental eeonomie effects of the rising
levels of taxation needed to finance these
outputs.

In California, the restrictiveness of fiscal
limitations on local government has been en
hanced by provisions that prevent the local
electorate from increasing property-tax rates
under any circumstances and that require a
two-thirds approval of any proposal for in
creases in other local taxes. The evidence
suggests that this combination of measures has
held back to a measurable extent the growth in
local spending.

In a theoretical analysis, White (1979) sug
gests that, in response to fiscal limitations,
governments will tend to make relatively large
reductions in those public inputs for which
private substitutes are readily availablei
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vfuite contends that this outcome implies a
substantial "excess deadweight loss" as com
pareg to the socially effieient pattern of
eutbacks.

17 Earl Rolph has tald me that in one municipal
ity in California, residents have c:hosen to
finance eertain loea1 services by a 1evy on
property owners. This 1evy is based on "units"
of property where the number of units is de
fined in terms of dollars of assessed valua
tion. It remains to be seen if a sham of this
sort to circumvent the rate limit on property
taxation will survive a court challenge.
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